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Importance of integration of the mixoplankton paradigm within Marine Framework Directives.

Abstract

Marine plankton that are capable of photosynthesis and also predation (termed “mixoplankton”) comprise up to 50% of those organisms traditionally termed phytoplankton. Many harmful bloom species are mixoplantonic. However, marine environmental management policies issued by governments, including the MSFD by the EU, have been designed assuming a strict dichotomy between autotrophic phytoplankton and heterotrophic plankton. Mixoplankton often differ greatly from these two categories in response to environmental pressures and have effects on the marine environment that we are only beginning to understand. While the management policies may conceptually provide scope for recognising mixoplankton, such action is rarely implemented. We suggest that the effectiveness of monitoring and management programs such as MSFD could benefit from explicit implementations regarding the role of mixoplankton. As an example, here we propose a revision of the MSFD explicitly including mixoplanktonic activity in management strategies, including descriptions of the management components that would benefit from including mixoplankton and suggests for appropriate methods.
Introduction

The importance of monitoring plankton production and biodiversity is globally recognized as it provides an indicator for food web productivity and the formation of harmful algae blooms (HABs). Such action is essential for maintaining and achieving good environmental status in aquatic systems (Gowen et al. 2011; Asa et al. 2015; López-Jurado et al. 2015; McQuatters-Gollop et al. 2015; Scherer et al. 2016; Bueno et al. 2017; Bedford et al. 2018; Lipsewers and Spilling 2018; Varkitzi et al. 2018; Batten et al. 2019) that in turn describes healthy productive ecosystems and relates to biomass and quality of food sources (European Commission 2019).

Traditionally, global ocean through to local coastal surveys have reported and classified planktonic organisms according to a simple dichotomic view of marine food web structure based on the photoautotrophic “phytoplankton”, their heterotrophic grazers, the “zooplankton”, together with other heterotrophs (Asa et al. 2015; Bresnan et al. 2015; Lima-Mendez et al. 2015; López-Jurado et al. 2015; McQuatters-Gollop et al. 2015; Scherer et al. 2016). The last decade has witnessed something of an overhaul in the way that science perceives the structure of the marine planktonic trophic structure. Many, if not on occasion most, of the protist “phytoplankton” and “proto(micro)zooplankton” are now recognised as being capable of both phototrophy and phagoheterotrophy simultaneously in the same single cell (Stoecker et al. 2009; Flynn et al. 2013; Mitra et al. 2016). These organisms are now collectively termed “mixoplankton” (Flynn et al. 2019). Of the chlorophyll-containing protist plankton, only the diatoms are exclusively not mixoplanktonic, and may thus be labelled “phytoplankton”. Cyanobacteria are also phytoplankton, being incapable of phagocytosis, though like diatoms they can be mixotrophic through the use of dissolved organic nutrients.

Although mixotrophy in the sense of using dissolved organic matter has long been recognized (Flynn and Butler 1986; Flynn et al. 2013, 2019), combined photo-autotrophic and phagoheterotrophic growth in mixoplankton redraws the conceptual framework of marine plankton ecology (Fig. 1.) that is used as the basis for ecosystem-based coastal zone management. In the first place, many mixoplankton are causative agents for harmful algal bloom events (HABs). We can now appreciate that a focus on inorganic nutrient supplies as a driver may not always explain the occurrence of such events. Secondly, some of the mixoplankton HABs, e.g. *Dinophysis* spp. are known to have very specific prey requirements (Park et al. 2006); understanding the trophic structure may improve early detection and better measures in cases where this is needed. Recently, more and more of such complex relations involving mixoplankton have become apparent (Pitta et al.
2001; McManus et al. 2004; Park et al. 2006; Calbet et al. 2012; Schoener and McManus 2012). While the importance of mixotrophy as a frequent strategic trait for many HAB species is recognised (Smayda 1997; Heisler et al. 2008; Anderson et al. 2012) concrete proposals on incorporating that knowledge into monitoring and management are still usually lacking. Only in a few specific instances does the role of mixotrophy come to the fore (e.g., *Alexandrium tamarense*, *Karenia brevis* and *Dinophysis spp.*; Erdner et al. 2008; Anderson 2009).

Recent revisions of potential indicators for the MSFD mentioned mixotrophy but do not discuss it an essential factor (Gowen et al. 2011; Caroppo et al. 2013; Jaschinski et al. 2015; López-Jurado et al. 2015; McQuatters-Gollop et al. 2015; Caruso et al. 2016; Bedford et al. 2018; Varkitzi et al. 2018). Papers that do mention the need to consider what we now term mixoplanktonic activity in coastal management (Davidson et al. 2014; Lehtinen et al. 2016), seldom distinguish between types of mixoplankton nor propose a concrete plan to implement changes in monitoring that recognise their activity. There are two indicators for the MSFD that could be interpreted to explicitly involve mixoplankton: the Phytoplankton Community Index PI(mp) (Tett et al. 2008; Whyte et al. 2017; Lei et al. 2018) used as an indicator for biodiversity, food web, eutrophication and seabed integrity (Lei et al. 2018) and the diatom/dinoflagellate index (Dia/Dino index) (Wasmund 2017) for eutrophication. Neither of these indices distinguish between mixoplanktonic modes of activity, within which the contributions of phototrophy and heterotrophy can vary significantly. In addition, the Dia/Dino index groups together autotrophic and mixoplanktonic dinoflagellates.

More profoundly, while the potential role of mixotrophic plankton growth (i.e., phototrophy + heterotrophy) is already covered in water directives by implicit mention of the importance of dissolved organics, mixoplanktonic activity differs significantly from osmotrophy-enabled mixotrophy. This is because the phagotrophy of mixoplankton requires the killing of competitor prey species and thus has scope to rapidly and radically recast the plankton community. In turn, while an osmotrophic-enabled mixotrophic activity may be accounted for by simple reference to the concentration of dissolved organics, mixoplanktonic activity requires monitoring and measurement of plankton community structure in more detail. Measuring inorganic and organic nutrients, together with chlorophyll for what is often a phytoplankton or diatom-centric analysis then appears to be an inadequate strategy. Indeed, we may speculate why the output of many models designed for the prediction of HAB events (Reguera et al. 2012; Moita et al. 2016) still greatly differs from observation (Moita et al. 2016; Flynn et al. 2018) is at least in part due to a failure to recognise the mixoplanktonic activity of the causative organisms.

Mixoplankton cannot be readily distinguished from “normal” phytoplankton by simple methods and monitoring them is therefore a challenge. Some monitoring programs distinguish
between general groups of plankton at different taxonomic level, such as dinoflagellates, cryptophytes and diatoms (Paerl et al. 2003; Beaugrand 2005; Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission 2016; Abad et al. 2016). The continuous plankton recorder (CPR) survey identifies around 500 taxa of plankton (McQuatters-Gollop et al. 2009) while there are also monitoring programs which discriminate to the species level, for example, but not limited to, those that focus on harmful algal bloom (HAB) species. (e.g. USA (NOAA 2019), Ireland (Silke and Cusack 2012)). A lot of knowledge about biodiversity on a taxonomic level is gained by these classifications, but only little about the diversity in trophic modes.

Monitoring is the core of coastal management. At the moment no consistent monitoring for mixoplankton is implemented, and therefore, management cannot make use of the increasing knowledge on these types of plankton in achieving good ecosystem health. In the following, we aim to make visible how the mixoplankton paradigm (Fig. 1) can be connected to coastal management procedures. As an exemplar we make specific mention of regulations and management in the European Union (EU), however the concepts have universal application for marine and coastal water management.

![Figure 1 Schematic representation illustrating the difference between the traditional plankton food-web (a), and the restructured web (mixoplankton paradigm) that recognises the importance of mixoplanktonic activity (b).](image)

**Figure 1** Schematic representation illustrating the difference between the traditional plankton food-web (a), and the restructured web (mixoplankton paradigm) that recognises the importance of mixoplanktonic activity (b).

**Characteristics of mixoplankton of relevance to marine management**

Before ca. 2013 (Flynn et al. 2013), and often still since, planktonic organisms were considered to be either exclusively phototrophic or heterotrophic while mixotrophy was mostly considered in the form of osmotrophy. Mixotrophy as a mode of nutrition combining both photo- and heterotrophy in the same organism, was considered as the exception. Furthermore, where
mixoplankton have been recognised they have traditionally been viewed as inferior to their pure photo- or heterotrophic counterparts, as “Jack-of-all-trades-and-master-of-none”. This view appears to be poorly substantiated, if not simply incorrect (Flynn et al. 2013, 2019). There is a growing body of scientific research (Fig. 2) that recognises the importance of mixotrophic activity in individual species (which includes HAB and EDAB species) and for ecology, especially in the temperate water during summer. However, the distinction between osmotrophy (uptake of dissolved organics) and phagotrophy (actual prey capture by functional mixoplankton) was seldom explicit. Thus, based on the current knowledge (Stoecker 1998; Flynn et al. 2013, 2019; Mitra et al. 2016), energy transfer, competition and selection in plankton food webs are influenced by mixoplankton in a way that is often not considered in current conceptual and simulation models (Fig. 1, {Mitra et al. 2014; Caron 2016}).

Figure 2 Proportion of scientific publications on plankton ecophysiology describing mixotrophic plankton over the years from 1988 until 2019. Black bars indicate the increasing acknowledgement of mixoplankton out of the overall plankton research. Grey bars reflect the trend of mixoplankton species involved in toxic outcomes. Data were obtained from Scopus datasets using the keywords “marine”, “plankton**”, “mixotroph**” and “toxic**”. 
There are two major groups of mixoplankton termed “constitutive” and “non-constitutive”. Of those that acquire phototrophy from their prey (non-constitutive mixoplankton), some require a near-continuous supply of phototrophic prey from which they acquire their chloroplasts, while others only feed occasionally. The toxic genus *Dinophysis* is included in the last-mentioned group and thus its ecology is linked to that of several other specific species growing in the preceding weeks or months (Park et al. 2008; Nielsen et al. 2012; Hansen et al. 2013, 2016) and not simply upon the supply of light and nutrients as one may expect a regular phytoplankton to depend.

Constitutive mixoplankton, which are not dependent on specific prey for their chloroplasts, can often outcompete pure autotrophs in stratified waters, which become depleted in dissolved inorganic nutrients (Stoecker 1998; Burkholder et al. 2008) in summer. Consistent with such empirical observations, *in-silico* experiments conducted with appropriately constructed models have shown that mixoplankton also perform, and change their environment, in distinctly different ways from pure autotrophs and heterotrophs (Hammer and Pitchford 2005; Mitra et al. 2014; Ghyoot et al. 2017; Anschütz and Flynn 2020). Which type of plankton will succeed in an ecosystem will therefore affect this ecosystem further than in mere species composition, but may also change the conditions for higher trophic levels, the maximum biomass yield and/or the consecutive plankton bloom.

As further complications, traditional predator-prey allometric patterns (expecting prey to be smaller than the predator by ca. ten-fold) do not apply to many mixoplankton. On the contrary, many can feed on prey their own size or even bigger than themselves (Hansen et al. 1994; Calbet 2008). Because mixoplankton can feed on a wider range of prey than may be expected for their cell size (Tillmann 2003), they can take up a lot of nutrients by consumption of just one prey item at once (Tang 1995). At high cell abundances, mixoplankton can also gang-up on competitors and predators. For example, swarms of *Karlodinium* spp. have been observed in field samples in Denmark to kill and feed on copepods that are 100’s of times larger than the mixoplankton themselves (Berge et al. 2012).

Different mixoplankton genera, and even species and strains, may be more or less affected by light attenuation (e.g. due to high sediment perturbation), as they can resort to predation as a source of energy (Skovgaard 1996; Stoecker 1998). That said, they often appear to have an obligate necessity for a small fraction of their C-budget to be derived from phototrophy. Prey availability, on the other hand, may be a limiting factor for some mixoplankton types and it can influence their population size and their toxicity (in the case of HAB species) (Gao et al. 2017; Hernández-Urcera et al. 2018). That the growth rate of a mixoplankton may be limited by the growth rate of its prey...
(Riisgaard and Hansen 2009) requires a more holistic view of plankton ecology than just placing all “phytoplankton” in a few or often just one functional group “box” in a model. The complexity of the synergism between heterotrophy and phototrophy in mixoplankton also advises against implementing mixoplankton as the simple addition of the two trophic modes in one organism in such models. The corollary is that management policies must also not group such organisms together with what could be termed regular phytoplankton and zooplankton.

Many larger mixoplankton can exhibit vertical migration to optimise their growth, balancing needs for light, dissolved nutrients and prey, thus hydrodynamics (stratification and turbulence) may play a very different role in their ecology than for pure autotrophic phytoplankton (Sjöqvist and Lindholm 2011). It has long been argued that dinoflagellates undertake diel vertical migration to photosynthesis at the surface and acquire inorganic nutrients at the nutricline; it is quite possible that they also feed at the nutricline, where particles accumulate. In addition, experimental evidence highlights that mixoplankton decrease the variability in seston stoichiometry when compared to non-mixotrophic food webs (Moorthi et al. 2017) because they are stoichiometrically (N/P) more stable than autotrophs even under fluctuating inorganic nutrient ratios. They also promote zooplankton growth and reproduction as observed in marine calanoid copepods and freshwater daphnids (Ptacnik et al. 2004; Katechakis et al. 2005). Furthermore, mixotrophy has been suggested to enhance the transfer of biomass up the food chain, causing the sinking carbon flux to increase by \( \sim 35 \% \) (Ward and Follows 2016). This showcases the importance of carefully considering mixoplankton when predicting nutrient fluxes and food web status in the marine environment for management purposes.

**Impact of mixoplankton on ecosystem services**

Many ecosystem services such as harvestable fish biomass, climate regulation and water quality are heavily impacted by plankton (Ryther 1969; Costanza et al. 1998; Hays et al. 2005) that we now define as mixoplankton (Leles et al. 2017, 2019). The most obvious impact is through the production of toxins during episodic HAB events. Indeed, the terminology, “HAB”, reflects the traditional microalgal-centric view of these organisms as photoautotrophs rather than the reality of the ecophysiology of most of the causative organisms as mixoplanktonic. While, indeed, some HAB species (certain dinoflagellates) have long been recognised as mixoplanktonic, the full ramifications of this mode of feeding and the implications for ecology and species proliferation have often been downplayed.
As an example, Karlodinium veneficum which feeds more when nutrient-stressed (Li et al. 2000) also has a higher toxin content when actively feeding (Adolf et al. 2009). Due to the observation of metazoan mortality in field samples, blooms of this toxic mixoplanktonic dinoflagellate would likely hamper the potential trophic transfer and secondary production by acting directly on copepod recruitment (Berge et al. 2012). In addition, the release of haemolytic karlotoxins could simultaneously cause an imbalance in food web structure due to downstream cascading effect at the level of fish populations affected by the ichthyotoxin (Place et al. 2012).

A mismatch between the utilisation of inorganic nutrients and the outbreak of mixoplankton growth due to phagotrophy (Jeong et al. 2010) hinders attempts to predict HAB events; management of HABs need to be reviewed taking in consideration different indicators, other than dissolved inorganic nutrients. Model predictions assuming a simple direct linkage between (phyto-) plankton growth and changes in nutrient discharge, or in N:P nutrient ratios, to test economic and ecological consequences of these measures may be inappropriate or even counterproductive. The benefit of decreasing nutrient run-off on the ecosystem needs to be balanced against the monetary investment required to minimise the effects of eutrophication, as seen for the Baltic Sea (Gren et al. 1997) and North Sea (Lancelot et al. 2011); the investment may be insufficient to avoid undesired blooms and restore the nutrient ratios at the impacted locations.

Over the last three decades (1987-2000 estimates), USA and European coastlines were financially impacted by HABs causing losses of several $ million in different sectors (Hoagland and Scatasta 2006) (Fig. 3). Europe was more impacted in the touristic sector in comparison to the USA, where fisheries and public health were more severely affected. In most reported cases, HAB events led to the closure of shellfisheries and, as a resulting ‘halo effect’, the price of shellfish sharply increased because of a drastic cut in seafood supply (Davidson et al. 2014). In Spain, Denmark and Norway, harmful bloom outbreaks led to the establishment of monitoring programs due to public health and industry loss (Anderson et al. 2001). Since the observed effects, in most of the countries at risk, regular toxin bioassays, nutrient and Chlorophyll a (Chl a) analyses are routinely performed and “phytoplankton” monitoring is being conducted to aid in predictions of harmful events.

While photo-autotrophic organisms such as diatoms and cyanobacteria can also form blooms, most HAB events in the marine environment are in fact caused by mixoplankton (e.g., Alexandrium spp., Phaeocystis spp., Dinophysis spp., Karenia spp.), including in European countries (Blauw et al. 2006). In Table 1 a selected list of mixoplanktonic HAB events recorded in European marine waters is reported for informative purpose. Norway, in particular, was severely affected in the late ‘90s as massive salmon kills were reported upon blooms of (the now recognised mixoplanktonic) Chrysochromulina spp. and Prymnesium spp. for a total annual loss of US$ 3M
(Anderson et al. 2001). In a recent Norwegian HAB event (May 2019), caused by *Chrysochromulina leadbeateri*, the estimated salmon loss accounted for $69M, with over ten thousand dead fish and economic drop of fish market ([www.fiskeridir.no/English](http://www.fiskeridir.no/English), 2019). It is noteworthy that the biomass in the latest reported *Chrysochromulina* bloom is one order of magnitude higher than the one registered in 1995 (Table 1).

The link between eutrophication and HABs has been questioned (Davidson et al. 2014), in part because HAB species may be cryptic. At least some of those cryptic species actually require other (prey) species which themselves may not be cryptic; monitoring and preventative programmes of recognized mixotrophic HAB organisms like *Dinophysis* may well benefit from a specific revision to recognise the importance of the mixoplankton paradigm and thence of plankton community composition in general.

![Figure 3. Averaged contribution of economic effects of harmful algal bloom events on several sectors in Europe and the United States between 1989 and 2000. Credit: Hoagland and Scatasta. 2006. Percentages calculated are relative to total annual losses of $813 M for EU and $82 M for the US (monetary estimates were converted into 2005 dollars). Different methodologies were applied in the computation of the presented economic loss, therefore quantitative comparisons should be taken with caution.](image-url)
Table 1 A selected list of HAB events caused by mixoplankton species reported in different EU countries. Related causative species and cell concentrations, bivalve vectors and toxins analysed, impacts on economy and management decision are reported when available. Data are extracted from the Harmful Algae Information System (www.haedat.iode.org).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Mixoplankton Species</th>
<th>cells L⁻¹</th>
<th>Shellfish vector</th>
<th>Toxin/syndrome</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Prymnesium spp.</td>
<td>2ˑ10⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Threatened fish farms cleared the area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Chrysochromulina spp.</td>
<td>5ˑ10⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gill damage and osmoregulatory problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Alexandrium tamarense</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>Ruditapes decussatus; Mytilus sp.</td>
<td>SXT/PSP</td>
<td>The lagoon was closed to harvesting shellfish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
<td>Gyrodinium aureolun</td>
<td>1,900</td>
<td>Mytilus sp.</td>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Closure of mussel production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Prorocentrum triestinum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High biomass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Dinophysis acuminata</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>Mytilus edulis</td>
<td>OA/DPS</td>
<td>Harvest was prohibited</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Alexandrium pacificum</td>
<td>2,240</td>
<td>Mytilus galloprovincialis</td>
<td>SXT/PSP</td>
<td>Water discoloration - Visual nuisance for locals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>Dinophysis caudata</td>
<td>330</td>
<td></td>
<td>DSP</td>
<td>Media alert to local inhabitants and vacationers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Alexandrium ostenfeldii</td>
<td>6ˑ10⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td>STX-GTX-GYM</td>
<td>Ichtyotoxicity and visual nuisance for locals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Karlodinium spp.</td>
<td>3.3ˑ10⁶</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Closures enforced at multiple sites around the site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Dinophysis spp.</td>
<td>90,274</td>
<td>Mytilus edulis</td>
<td>OA/DPS</td>
<td>Closures locally banned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Alexandrium tamarense</td>
<td>3,760</td>
<td>Mytilus edulis</td>
<td>SXT/PSP</td>
<td>Harvesting was locally banned.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Dinophysis acuminata</td>
<td>3,080</td>
<td>Donax trunculus; Mytilus galloprovincialis</td>
<td>OA/DSP</td>
<td>Compromised shellfish industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>Gymnodinium catenatum</td>
<td>6,440</td>
<td></td>
<td>PSP</td>
<td>Production area interdicted to bivalve harvesting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Chrysochromulina leadbeateri</td>
<td>1.5ˑ10⁷</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gill damage and osmoregulatory problems; mass salmon mortality.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Anthropogenic pressures and environmental conditions promoting mixoplankton growth.

In general mixoplankton dominate in mature ecosystems (Mitra et al. 2014, Schneider et al. in re-submission), that is in systems that contain a complex diverse ecology, typically in which most nutrients are bound as organics. In marine systems, the temperate spring bloom is an immature ecosystem, while the summer conditions typically support mature planktonic systems.

Anthropogenic drivers acting on mixoplankton growth and distribution, and the effects that organisms have on ecosystems and humans are shown in Figures 4 & 5. These drivers are (with reference to Fig. 5):

- **High nutrient inputs**, which cause eutrophication and light attenuation, leading to decreased water quality and anoxia due to high respiration (MSFD, 2008; European Parliament and Council of the European Union 2008). While eutrophication alone is not a trigger exclusive to mixoplankton HABs, mixoplankton have an advantage here as they can compensate for low light conditions and progressive nutrient limitation with other trophic modes (Anderson et al. 2002; Reynolds 2006; Glibert and Burkholder 2011; Mitra et al. 2016). In estuaries, with low light and very low dissolved inorganic to organic nitrogen ratios mixoplankton can outcompete autotrophs (Gobler et al. 2011). Hence, monitoring of nutrients per se would be helpful especially to predict the potential prey composition, in turn indicating the development but also the persistence of future mixoplanktonic bloom (e.g., *Teleaulax-Mesodinium-Dinophysis* complex; Gustafson et al. 2000; Park et al. 2006; Reguera et al. 2012).

The type of eutrophication and specifically the nutrient composition have also to be considered (Anderson et al. 2008). For example, elevated ammonium versus nitrate promotes growth and toxicity levels of some mixoplankton (Hattenrath-Lehmann et al. 2015); however, a distinction in monitoring between nitrogen sources (inorganic, organic, dissolved and for mixoplankton particulate) is not always made. Additionally, selective nutrient inputs from land-based activities cause imbalanced (non-Redfield) nutrient ratios, exacerbated by changes in water run-off patterns with precipitation and ice melts. This changes the silica:nitrogen:phosphorus (Si:N:P) supply ratio, promoting the growth of potential mixoplankton over its phototrophic counterpart (diatoms) which depend on silica to proliferate. Changes in mixoplankton N:P, and thus by inference nutrient input N:P, is also associated with increased toxicity (John and Flynn 2000; Granéli and Flynn 2006). In some cases, however, mixoplankton may also balance the effects of changes in light and nutrient supply on transfer efficiency of energy to higher trophic levels (Katechakis et al. 2005).
• **Aquaculture** that often provokes inorganic and organic eutrophication and light limitation. Mixoplankton may take advantage of these conditions for the reasons mentioned above and give rise to HABs and associated halo economic effects in this sector (Glibert et al. 2005).

• **Increasing temperature and stratification**, due to global and local warming (but also due to anthropogenic modifications of hydrodynamics on local scales), enhance communal respiration over gross primary production, decreasing the relative effectiveness of carbon sequestration from the atmosphere (Regaudie-De-Gioux and Duarte 2012). On an ecological level, this can cause a simultaneous shift from a diatom-based community to dinoflagellates (of which phototrophic forms are mixoplankton) (Klais et al. 2011; Gomes et al. 2018), and most likely also to other smaller mixoplanktonic flagellates that are usually not monitored.

• Compromising **seafloor integrity** by dredging or dumping works can lead to resuspension of resting stages of mixoplankton types that were formerly considered autotrophs into the water column, leading them to reappear and persist in seasons they are not expected in (Nehring 1996; Balkis et al. 2016). Some mixoplankton types such as *Dinophysis* require the presence of their specific prey for growth (Park et al. 2006), which is not considered as a risk factor for potential HAB organisms that are falsely labelled “phytoplankton”. Germination events from mixoplanktonic dinoflagellate cysts outnumber those from their heterotrophic counterparts throughout the year (Balkis et al. 2016). The HAB-forming mixoplankton (e.g., *Alexandrium tamarense*, *Protoceratium reticulatum*, *Heterocapsa triquetra*, *Gymnodinium catenatum*, *Scrippsiella trochoidea* and *Lyngulodinium polyedrum*) appear to be most abundant and persistent in sediments and showed the highest experimental germination success (Balkis et al. 2016). In some instances, resting stages of toxic species may contain a higher toxin load than the vegetative counterparts (Oshima et al. 1992). In addition, dredging and dumping works can cause resuspension of sedimented nutrients but also higher turbidity at the same time. These are conditions that mixoplankton could grow in but are unfavourable for autotrophs due to the lack of light (Anschütz and Flynn 2020). Dumping and dredging operations release nutrients buried in the seafloor and bring up fine sediments in suspension increasing light limitation. This could create more favourable conditions for mixoplankton species to thrive in at the expenses of pure autotrophic species (Flynn and Hansen 2013).

• **Non-indigenous species** which set ecosystems at risk of biodiversity loss and HAB formation (Hallegraeff and Gollasch 2006). Due to dual metabolism and flexible physiology, allochthonous mixoplankton can outcompete strict auto- and heterotrophs in some
instances. The spread of toxic *Gymnodium catenatum* (Hallegraeff and Gollasch 2006) and of “green *Noctiluca*” (Harrison et al. 2011) are examples.

**Figure 4** Schematic of the effects of anthropogenic activities upon marine ecology and mixoplankton and their subsequent effects on human health and economy. Black = anthropogenic pressures, orange = bio/ecological effects, red/green = eco-human health and socioeconomic impacts. See also Fig. 5 for further description of linkages to mixoplankton.
Figure 5 Linkage between anthropogenic pressures and mixoplankton, related bio-ecological effects and eventually eco-human health and socioeconomic impacts. The combination of the letter “D” and a number refers to the MSFD descriptor that applies to the respective point (see Fig. 6b). Icons match those in the schematic shown in Fig. 4; icons in black symbolise pressures, icons in orange the effects and icons in red and green possible impacts. The chart does not feature all possible relations of mixoplankton and their environment, only those considered most relevant for achieving Good Environmental Status. NIS - non-indigenous species.
The need to increase resolution in plankton monitoring

Currently, unicellular plankton communities are monitored by a variety of technical approaches including microscopy, high-performance liquid chromatography, Chl_α fluorescence, flow cytometry and molecular analyses for diversity and abundance on different scales and more recently the use of digestive vacuole staining as a sign of ingestion. None of these techniques can, however, discriminate between a non-constitutive mixoplankton that has just digested its prey from a pure heterotroph. Likewise, these methods do not allow to distinguish a constitutive mixoplankton (which has its own plastids) from a pure autotrophic organism. In fact, despite being good proxies to quantify the amount of fixed C at a specific location by the overall community, these tools do not inform us in detail on the plankton food web structure and energy flows.

Since there are no universal traits for the unequivocal distinction of mixoplankton, the latter ultimately end up being merged between the categories of phytoplankton (if containing Chl_α) or protozooplankton (if bearing digestive vacuoles). However, vacuole staining does not prove to be always efficient because a) if plastids or other prey components have been digested already, there is no remnant of previous feeding history; b) if the species does not feed the prey in its entirety (e.g., tube feeders), it is more difficult to detect intact confined structures; c) acidotropic staining can unselectively bind to acidic organelles in the cytoplasm other than food vacuoles, biasing our interpretation (Hansen 2011). Additionally, the use of fluorescently labelled algae (FLA) are known to suit in grazing experiments both in mono-diet and in mixed food suspension as a means to distinguish cells from one another (Martínez et al. 2014). Yet, the efficacy of fluorescent vital stain retention varies across prey and predator species and over time, pinpointing the importance of considering these aspects for the development of experimental protocols of mixotrophic grazing. Attempts to experimentally “isolate” mixoplanktonic grazing from that of pure heterotrophs have been made with the use of rotenone, but results seem to vary depending on the species and its growth phase, rendering the technique not reliable in all conditions (Ferreira and Calbet 2020).

Perhaps, the most accurate and controlled technical procedure for the estimation of nutrient flow and origin is the use of stable isotopes. Both carbon and nitrogen can be traced by tagging the nutrient source with an alternative isotopic form and infer whether mixoplankton acquired the essential nutrients from the prey or produced them via the photosynthetic pathway (Michener and Kaufman 2007). Yet, it has been seldom applied systematically because it requires in vivo measurement in comparison to Chl_α fluorescence which can be also inferred remotely via satellite data. Apart from technical challenges, in plankton monitoring there are still gaps when accounting
for relative contribution of plankton groups. In fact, most of the emphasis in the above-mentioned research is on dinoflagellates. There are other important mixoplankton taxa, including the similarly sized Raphidophytes (relatively large species and so easily monitored) but also the smaller mixotrophic flagellates such as *Prymnesium spp.* and *Chrysochromulina spp.*, which are common but often ignored until they cause a bloom event (Jones et al. 1993; Edvardsen et al. 1998). In addition, even if not toxic, high concentrations of the kleptoplastidic ciliate *Mesodinium rubrum* are the precursor to the proliferation of its predator, the toxic *Dinophysis* spp., which has species-specific dietary and plastidial requirements (Reguera et al. 2012). Therefore, accurate annotation of these trophic linkages may help in forecast undesired HAB events.

Microscope counting and identification to the species level could at least identify the abundance of mixoplankton. There is a need for a comprehensive list of species that now, and in the future, are recognized as mixoplankton and preferably, also the type of mixoplankton (CM or NCM). Still, especially small flagellate species, microscopic identification may be difficult and will not be routinely done. Even though mixoplankton are ubiquitous in all marine ecosystems (Leles et al. 2017, 2019), they do not always form abundances that make them easy or appear important to sample (Burkholder et al. 2008). Neither is their physiology easy to measure (Anderson et al. 2017).

In conclusion, improving monitoring studies is difficult. The cost of improving monitoring techniques for general or specific mixoplankton species will therefore likely be balanced by the local need and potential risks of mixoplankton interference with good ecological status of marine waters.

**Implication of the new knowledge about mixoplankton on specific aspects of the MSFD**

The different stages of the MSFD are reviewed every six years. In the last review, plankton were recognized as important and are now increasingly integrated into directives (ICES 2015; OSPAR Commission 2017a). But very little consideration was given to mixoplankton. Our understanding of mixoplankton has developed greatly since the MSFD came into effect in 2008 (Marine Strategy Framework Directive 2008). Based on that, conceptual and methodological approaches to plankton ecology warrant some reconsiderations.

The inclusion of mixoplankton interactions in simulation models could eventually integrate the key acquired knowledge and may serve as a tool to help in forecasting future changes in the main ecosystem services related to plankton (harvestable fish biomass, climate regulation and water quality; see “Impact of mixoplankton on ecosystem services”). However, before that becomes possible, there is a need for more quantitative data on mixoplanktonic protists, but also qualitatively
different data to better characterize mixoplankton types (Mitra et al. 2016) and enhance models for prediction and their validation. This would be achieved through a targeted coordination of basic research and monitoring programs. This means that at the least monitoring programmes categorise plankton into functional types that explicitly include mixoplankton.

In the MSFD, eleven descriptors (Fig. 6b) define the criteria to assess the current status of the marine environment giving a robust and standardized qualitative description (European Environment Agency 2014). However, the methodological approach used to monitor such features does not always consider mixoplanktonic activity. In Table 2, we list the criteria in which the new knowledge about mixoplankton is to be integrated especially highlighting the methodological implication these would have on monitoring. (Morán et al. 2010; Guinder and Molinero 2013; Wilken et al. 2013; Boscolo-Galazzo et al. 2018)

Figure 6 a) European sea regions identified within the Regional Sea Conventions (RSC), with four different commissions responsible for the implementation of the MSFD: Blue = OSPAR, Green = HELCOM, Red = UNEP (Mediterranean Sea), Black = Bucharest Convention. b) Schematic representation of descriptors used within the MSFD structure for the achievement of “good environmental status” (GES) by 2020. The descriptors highlighted in red are expected to interface with the mixoplankton paradigm and their implementation on a national level might thus warrant revision.
Table 2 MSFD descriptors that may benefit from revisions in light of the mixoplankton paradigm, the criteria that define these descriptors and the indicators currently in use to monitor them. The table also shows new relevant knowledge on mixoplankton, how it affects current monitoring and how it could be adapted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptors (D)</th>
<th>Criteria (and sub-criteria)</th>
<th>New knowledge impact</th>
<th>Implication on monitoring</th>
<th>Proposed adaptation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 Biodiversity | 6. Habitat condition  
(1) Condition of the typical species and communities  
(2) Relative abundance and/or biomass  
(3) Physical, hydrological and chemical conditions | Some pelagic habitats favour mixoplankton | Sampling method and frequency | -Collection of entire water samples  
-Definition of the sampling strategy considering changes in environmental conditions |
|                | 7. (1) Ecosystem structure | New knowledge on species feeding mode is important for interpretation | Identification of ecological role of low and intermediate trophic groups | |
| 2 NIS          | 1.(1) Trends in abundance of NIS  
2. Environmental impact of NIS  
2.(1) Ratio between invasive NIS to native species | Some mixoplankton are NIS | Identification of species and trophic mode | Implementation of keys for taxonomical identification with putative trophic mode indication |
|                | 4 Food webs  
3.(1) Abundance trends of functionally important selected groups/species | Mixoplankton change the energy transfer efficiency between trophic levels | Integration of mixoplankton into predictive models considering their direct implications on primary and secondary production | |
| 5 Eutrophication | 2. Direct effects of nutrient enrichment  
(1) Chlorophyll concentration  
(2) Water transparency | Enhanced chlorophyll-a and water discolouration may be due to mixoplankton | Estimation of mixoplankton biomass and primary production | In vivo measurement of photosynthetic activity at local scale |
|                | (4) Shift in floristic species composition | New knowledge on species feeding mode is important for interpretation | | |
| 6 Sea-floor integrity | 6.1.2 Extent of seabed affected | Resuspension of mixoplankton cysts; sedimented nutrients; increased turbidity may favour mixoplankton | Measurement of turbidity; Offshore dumping | Sampling for mixoplanktonic cysts, nutrient resuspension and turbidity |
| 7 Hydrographical conditions | 2. (2) Changes in habitats, in particular, the functions provided by it | Some pelagic habitats favour mixoplankton | Impact evaluation | Integration of mixoplankton into predictive models |
| 9 Contaminants in fish and other seafood | 1. Levels, number and frequency of contaminants  
(1) Levels of contaminants in seafood  
(2) Frequency of levels exceeded in seafood | Causative species for Shellfish poisoning is often mixoplankton | Identification of early indicators for the occurrence of HABs | Relate toxicity to biotic and abiotic factors (prey, nutrients) |
Mixoplankton can alter the energy transfer efficiency between trophic levels, especially in mature ecosystem conditions. Mixoplankton and their relations should therefore be explicitly considered in food web analysis (D4).

Fragile/cryptic mixoplankton (most notably bacterivorous nanoflagellates and NCM ciliates) are currently under-sampled. Thus, there is a need to increase the resolution in plankton monitoring. Collection of entire water samples (rather than net samples that damage fragile organisms) and the employment of molecular tools for identification may help to overcome this challenge. At the same time, keys for taxonomical identification could be implemented with putative trophic mode indication, which should be indicated together with presence/absence of the species (enhancing resolution on biodiversity assessment, D1).

On a regional scale, some good examples of indicators that enable a more thorough assessment of the planktonic community already exists, such as the ratio between the abundance of diatoms (pure phototrophs) and dinoflagellates (phototrophic forms being mixoplankton) adopted by EU commissions HELCOM and OSPAR (Fig. 6 a) as an indicator of GES.

For an understanding of nutrient inputs, direct eutrophication effects and indirect effects, it is important to understand the flow of energy and matter through plankton food webs. This requires knowledge of the contribution of mixoplankton to plankton production and consumption, so better measures to reduce eutrophication effects (D5) can be formulated. The increase in resolution on plankton monitoring towards the above-mentioned directions would be accompanied with the implementation of information about conditions that favour mixotrophy in pelagic habitats. This will enhance the evaluation of the impact of anthropogenic activities on the ecosystem (D7.2) and the identification of early indicators for occurrence of HABs (D9). Mixoplankton are, indeed, potentially favoured in conditions of stratification of the water column and their toxicity may be related to biotic and abiotic factors (prey, dissolved nutrients).

A more accurate description of the planktonic community assemblage would furnish the bases to build historical data on which to assess the likelihood of successful introduction of mixoplankton species by human activities into regions of species that are not indigenous (NIS, D2) which is supposed to be enhanced by their physiological plasticity. At the present, no protist species nor plankton are considered in the list of Invasive Species of Union Concern held by the EC related directive (European Union 2017). On the other hand, it is already recognized that the introduction of NIS can have a role in HAB events (Katsanevakis et al. 2014).
Proposed roadmap for including the mixoplankton paradigm within regional implementation plans under the MSFD

Above, we suggested integration of new knowledge on mixoplankton in descriptors 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 9 of the MSFD (Figures. 6b, 5) The forms of change required to achieve this aim are methodical (i.e. sampling), analytical (species identification), but most importantly conceptual (and thence also model-based): mixoplankton need to be acknowledged as important plankton functional types within our understanding of marine ecosystems. The distinctive features of mixoplankton need to be considered in the initial assessment (Fig. 7a). It then follows that the characterisation of Good Environmental Status must include features affecting and developing in consequence of the activity of mixoplankton populations. Such appraisals will give rise to environmental targets and a monitoring programme of the marine environment that can better reflect the growth of organisms that we formally viewed as being phototrophs and now appreciate are mixoplankton.

The proposed changes need to be implemented on a regional level targeting those waters where mixoplankton contribute significantly to human pressures-related impacts. For example, water bodies that are troubled by recurring HABs caused by mixoplankton will more likely benefit from alterations in their programmes while other regions may have no demand for it. The challenge will be to identify simple improvements that make better use of the mixoplankton paradigm theories. This paper identifies the descriptors and criteria which should be considered to integrate this newly developed scientific knowledge (Fig. 7b).
Figure 7. Roadmap highlighting the main steps towards the integration of mixoplankton paradigm (Fig.1) into mainstream ecological research within the MSFD to the overall aim of predicting and preventing nuisance and harmful mixoplanktonic blooms. Policymaking is crucial to allow the application of knowledge to local monitoring actions through regional implementation plans established according to local needs. Steps 4, 5 and 6 are those requiring significant monetary investments. The link between the two panels is to be found at the level of “Knowledge acquisition programme” within the 5-year “monitoring programme”. For monitoring strategies and policymaking purposes, refer to Table 2.

Discussion and conclusions

All management policies come under a periodic review when there is scope to introduce new approaches. Thresholds of quantifiable biological indicators of GES for European waters were set to be achieved by 2020 by process targeted over a decade earlier (MSFD 2008). There is considerable inertia in all management programmes but we argue that the mixoplankton paradigm (Flynn et al. 2019) represents such a fundamental change in our understanding of the ecophysiology and trophic dynamics of the plankton that are so responsible for characterising GES, that explicit inclusion of “mixoplankton” should occur in relevant elements of these processes as soon as possible. The Descriptors discussed above, using as an example the EU MSFD, contain features that pertain to mixoplankton and that may be weakened significantly by failing to explicitly include mixoplankton.

We make this argument because as we are confronted with climate change, we need to be more confident that we understand the functioning of a “normal” ecosystem, and that includes the role of mixoplankton. Unlike classical phytoplankton, mixoplankton can exploit other resources and bloom in unexpected scenarios. This requires a more holistic understanding of anthropogenic pressures that influence mixoplankton, and of the effects that mixoplankton have on the
environment. This may in relevant cases mean that monitoring plans would have to ensure a higher resolution to preserve ecosystem services and ensure GES in a timely fashion (Fig. 7).

We propose a series of actions that may lead to better assessment of environmental state (Tables 2). The most important of these is the need to improve the detection, classification of trophic mode and enumeration of a wider range of plankton species with a higher temporal resolution. This will require research efforts that will likely lead to the deployment of robust autonomous methodologies. Along with the usual monitoring of inorganic nutrients (ammonium, nitrate, nitrite, silicate, phosphate), particulate organic nitrogen should be included as a key indicator of trophic regime and possible nutritional base for mixotrophic protists. Integration of the increasing knowledge on mixoplankton in predictive models provides a better base for understanding complex causal relationships, leading to better programs of measures. However, many details of mixoplankton ecology are still unknown and basic research is required to supplement the century-long effort expended on studying what we can now see was only half of the ecophysiology of these planktonic protists.

Economic investments aimed at increasing our knowledge are paramount in order to gain technical expertise on mixoplankton ecophysiology, identify the environmental triggers or threshold of these for their episodic harmful blooms and enhance the predictive capabilities of models. Monetary and research efforts coupled with coordinated policymaking have the potential to safeguard future economic losses resulting from inaccurate predictions. Society could indeed benefit from such an investment if the reason behind specific measures and the impact that undesired mixoplankton blooms may have on the commercial, public health, tourism and societal sectors is acknowledged. Monitoring programmes would benefit from adapting to the newly proposed measures where the local needs require and providing results most coherently for comparative purposes Europe wide.

Mixoplanktonic events, and allied changes to ecosystem services, are not solely linked to the stimulation of purely phototrophic (plant-like, microalgal) activity. Rather, they depend on a host of factors that we currently poorly understand in a holistic fashion required for ecosystem management. Set against the backdrop of climate change, and indeed in changes in short term weather patterns, such enhancements to marine plankton monitoring and management cannot really come too soon.
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